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‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

MORE CLUBHEAD SPEED & DISTANCE 
 

Some simple geometry, physics and mechanics for us to consider … If we roll a ‘Big Wheel’, 

like a transport truck wheel and tire, (versus a small car wheel and tire) we get more efficiency 

and speed per revolution.  

 

‘Bigger Wheels’ have more ‘Circumference’ than do smaller wheels and tires. (see 

‘Circumference = Pi X Diameter’) Hence, they go farther per revolution and create relatively 

more velocity per revolution down the road. (see ‘Drive Length vs. #Wedge Length’) 

 

We humans are a bit like this. The ‘Bigger The Golf Wheel’ we swing the more ‘Clubhead and 

Ball Speed’ we shall accomplish. This leads directly to increased ‘Distance’ … a good golf 

thing! Ernie Els, at 6 feet 5 inches tall, with very long arms, makes more ‘C/H Speed’ more 

easily and efficiently than might a Corie Pavin or a Mike Wier, who are a much smaller stature. 

 

Rorie McIlroy, who is not very tall, hits the ball a mile, but he does so with enormous ‘Power’ 

and efficient mechanics for his size. Pound per pound he is exceptionally long!    

 

If you are a ‘PUITA Hitter’, (‘Pick Up Inside Take Away’), with a ‘Bent Target or Swing Elbow 

or Lever’, you shall give up the spoke length (‘Radius’) of your ‘Big Wheel’. This will reduce or 

sacrifice ‘Clubhead Speed’ and ‘Distance’. 

 

Interestingly, if you ‘Sweep’ your ‘Clubhead’ away, ‘Out The Back Door’, ‘Deep, Flat & Wide’, 

somewhat ‘Up The Line’, ‘Pushing It Out’ from your body, you shall create ‘Width’ and a 

‘Bigger Wheel’. (see ‘Leverage, Arc and Width’ … ‘LAW’) 

 

You may be a ‘Float Loader’ or an ‘Up-Swing Wrist Cocker’. (see ‘PUITA’) That is a bit 

‘Manipulative’ (conscious action), but common methodology. More naturally, with ‘Width’, you 

shall become ‘Down Cocked’ as the ‘Lower Body Machine’ (‘LBM’) fires its ‘Potential Pivot 

Pressure Into Kinetic Energy’. The ‘Big Wound Up Body Rubber Band’ ‘Leads’ while the 

‘Upper Body Machine’ (‘UBM’ – Hands & Arms – ‘Lever Assemblies’) ‘Lag’.  

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 
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